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EPISODE FOURTEEN 

 

BEGIN RECORDING: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – DARCEY’S QUARTERS 

 

The door OPENS. 

 

     DARCEY 

    (alert, demanding) 

   So? Did you listen to them? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Listen to what? 

 

He SITS DOWN. 

 

     DARCEY 

   The files. The ones Dr. Armstrong   

   found. Did you listen to them? 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (cautiously) 

   We did. 

 

Pause. 

 

     DARCEY 

    (getting frustrated) 

   And? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Captain Harris is still...     

   thinking. She’s not sure what    

   to make of it. 

 

     DARCEY 

   I see. 

    (BEAT) 

   Did you bring what I asked for? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Of course. Here. One pack of    

   playing cards, as ordered. 

 

     DARCEY 

    (stung) 

   I didn’t order you. 
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     GABRIEL 

   I know, that was a joke. 

    (tentatively) 

   Was it a bad one? 

 

     DARCEY 

   ... No. No worse than any     

   other. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   It’s ok. I know I’m not very    

   good at this sort of thing. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Well, neither am I. My sister    

   was always the one who liked    

   puns. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Lucy. 

 

     DARCEY 

   How did you – of course, the    

   recordings. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   I’m sorry, Darcey. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Don’t be. It’s almost a relief   

   someone knows. 

    (as an afterthought) 

   You haven’t told anyone, have    

   you? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   About our talks? No. Only Saph   

   knows. 

 

     DARCEY 

   And you haven’t found it too     

   difficult? I know you don’t    

   like lying. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   No. But I haven’t had to. No    

   one has asked me about it, and   

   so I haven’t needed to lie. 
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     DARCEY 

   Well, colour me impressed.    

   Now tell me. What’s been going    

   on since we last spoke? 

 

Gabriel thinks about this. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Hmm. Well, Sascha’s been quite   

   quiet, recently. He broke his    

   hand, although won’t tell me     

   what happened. Saph is doing     

   very well. They’re investigating    

   the nature of good and evil     

   at the moment, although I’m     

   not sure how well it’s going. 

 

     DARCEY 

   I notice that they haven’t    

   interrupted yet to tell us    

   how wrong we are yet. 

 

Saph CLEARS their throat. 

 

     SAPH 

   My studies have shown that     

   interrupting people is      

   “impolite”. And being impolite   

   to people you like is “wrong”.   

   And I like both of you. 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (smiling) 

   Thanks, Saph. 

 

     DARCEY 

   So how’s D- I mean, the others? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Captain Harris seems worried.    

   I don’t think she liked what    

   she heard in the recordings    

   very much. 

 

     DARCEY 

    (in an undertone) 

   Yeah, well, she’s not the     

   only one. 
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     GABRIEL 

   And Dr. Armstrong... seems     

   different. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Different? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   ... Calmer. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Huh.  

    (PAUSE) 

   Can I ask you a question? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Technically, you just did. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Oh, ha-ha. Seriously though. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Yes, of course you can, Darcey. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Ok. Well, this might seem a bit   

   out of the blue. But, you’ve     

   heard the recordings. And you    

   don’t have to answer this if    

   you don’t want to, but – I    

   just wanted to know. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Know what? 

 

     DARCEY 

   Since you know what happened    

   to – 

    (her voice sticks) 

   What happened to my parents...   

   I just want to know that I’m    

   not alone. Have you ever lost    

   anyone, before? 

 

Gabriel is SILENT. 

 

     DARCEY (CONT.) 

   Never mind. Forget I asked. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   I’m sorry, Darcey, I just don’t – 
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     DARCEY 

   No, no, it’s fine. See? Never    

   happened. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Of course. I understand. 

 

He GETS UP to leave. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Listen, Gabriel, before      

   you go... 

 

     GABRIEL 

   What is it? 

 

     DARCEY 

   I just wanted to say... thank    

   you. For visiting me. Your     

   company, and Saph’s – I really   

   appreciate it. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   You’re very welcome, Darcey.    

   And for what it’s worth, I    

   believe that what you did...    

   you did it for a reason. I    

   trust you. 

 

Darcey says nothing. 

 

     GABRIEL (CONT.) 

   Oh, and by the way, how’s     

   your leg? 

 

     DARCEY 

   It’s alright. Still aches a     

   bit. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   I’ll bring you something to    

   pad the prosthetic with. See    

   you later, Darcey. 

 

     DARCEY 

   See you later, Gabriel. And     

   thanks for the cards. 

 

The door SHUTS. 

 

CUT TO: 
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INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – CORRIDOR 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Saph, may I ask a question? 

 

     SAPH 

   Of course, Gabriel. You can    

   always ask me anything. 

      

     GABRIEL 

   Do you think I ought to have    

   handled that differently? 

 

     SAPH 

   What do you mean? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Darcey. I feel like maybe     

   there’s something I’m supposed   

   to say to her. But I don’t    

   know what it is I’m supposed    

   to say. 

 

     SAPH 

   Well, maybe it isn’t about    

   what you’re supposed to say,    

   but what you want to say.    

   What do you want to say? 

 

PAUSE. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   I’m going to check the navigation   

   system. I need to think. 

 

     SAPH 

   Of course. I’ll be right here. 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (with a slight smile) 

   You always are. 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – SASCHA’S QUARTERS 

 

We hear Sascha DRUMMING his fingers against a tabletop. He 

STOPS, then SIGHS boredly. 
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He HUMS a few bars of something before trailing off. Sascha 

SIGHS again. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Saph? 

 

     SAPH 

   Yes, Sascha? 

 

     SASCHA 

   I’m bored. 

 

     SAPH 

    (so dry you could     

     wipe up an ocean     

     with it) 

   Oh, I’m so sorry. 

 

BEAT. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Saph... 

 

     SAPH 

    (growing irritation) 

   Ugh, what? 

 

     SASCHA 

   I’m still bored. 

 

     SAPH 

   So? What’s that got to do with   

   me? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Can you think of anything to do? 

 

     SAPH 

   Mika plays chess against me    

   sometimes. Would you like to    

   play chess? 

 

     SASCHA 

   ... I’m not much of a chess    

   player. 

 

     SAPH 

   Hm. Probably a good decision.    

   I’ve never lost a match yet. 
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     SASCHA 

   So...? 

 

     SAPH 

   So what? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Have you thought of anything    

   yet? 

 

     SAPH 

   My processors fire off      

   approximately 60 million minor   

   pulses per second, allowing me   

   to come up with 600 thousand,    

   4 hundred and 58.99 recurring    

   “thoughts” per half-minute.    

   So yes. I have thought of     

   something. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Does that something involve    

   an idea to make me less bored? 

 

     SAPH 

   ... No. 

 

Sascha GROANS in exasperation. 

 

     SASCHA 

   C’mon, Saph, I’m going nuts in   

   here. Mika’s taken me off duties   

   for the next week and I’m sick   

   of watching vids... can’t you    

   think of something to take my    

   mind off those recordings? 

 

     SAPH 

    (sigh) 

   What do you have in mind? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Yes! That’s the spirit! Now,    

   how do you feel about... ghost-   

   stories. Oooooooh!!! 

 

     SAPH 

    (getting interested     

     despite themselves) 

   I’m not sure. What exactly     

   does a “ghost story” entail? 
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     SASCHA 

   Oh, boy, do I have something    

   for you! Ok, I’ll go first to    

   give you an idea of how it    

   goes, ok? Let’s see... 

 

   Once upon a time, two young    

   human children were walking    

   through the Kree wastes at    

   night – 

 

     SAPH 

    (interrupting) 

   What time of night? 

 

     SASCHA 

    (breaking off from     

     his storyteller      

     voice) 

   Does it matter? 

 

     SAPH 

   Of course it matters. It is    

   very important that I know    

   what time it is, otherwise    

   how would I make sense of the    

   plot? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Fine, it was... I don’t know,    

   2200 hours. Happy? 

 

     SAPH 

   Very. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Ok, good. Now, don’t interrupt   

   me, otherwise you’ll spoil the   

   story. 

 

     SAPH 

   Of course. I shall try not to    

   interrupt you. 
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     SASCHA 

   Fine. Now, where was I? Oh, yes.   

   Two human children were walking   

   through the Kree wastes at 2200   

   hours, when suddenly, they     

   heard a noise nearby, a noise    

   that made their hair stand on    

   end with horror. A noise that    

   turned the blood in their veins   

   to ice. A noise – 

 

     SAPH 

   That doesn’t sound very realistic. 

 

     SASCHA 

   What?? 

 

     SAPH 

   Blood can’t turn into ice     

   spontaneously. The two human    

   children would be dead. Their    

   fragile meat bodies wouldn’t    

   be able to survive the effect    

   on their organs. Although, I    

   suppose it could turn to ice    

   if they were in the vacuum of    

   space, but you already said     

   that they were on Esho, and     

   besides, they’d still be dead... 

 

     SASCHA 

    (losing it just     

     slightly) 

   Will you stop interrupting me??? 

 

     SAPH 

   Ah, yes, of course. My apologies. 

 

     SASCHA 

   And for your information, that   

   was a metaphor. 

 

     SAPH 

   I understand. Continue. I     

   want to listen. 

 

As Sascha starts to get into the story again, we start to hear 

some CREEPY MUSIC, WHISPERING MOANS, WIND, etc. All that 

creepy stuff. 
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     SASCHA 

   Right. So... They heard an    

   awful, spine-curling screech,    

   like long nails on a chalkboard. 

   It filled their ears and choked   

   up their breath in fear. But    

   the two little children knew    

   that they could not stay there   

   for long. They had heard of the   

   terrifying beast that haunted    

   the Kree wastes and slaughtered   

   all who ventured into its path.   

   So they held hands and began    

   to run, slowly at first and     

   then quicker, quicker, running   

   as fast as they’re legs could    

   carry them... 

 

   And then the boy’s hand was    

   pulled free of the girl’s, and   

   she looked back, but he had    

   vanished without a trace. 

 

   She looked around in vain for    

   an escape; she could see the    

   lights of Kree glimmering    

   hopefully in the distance,    

   but they were too far away    

   for her to run to... and she    

   could hear the noise again. 

 

   Screeeech. Screeech. Screeeeech. 

 

   The girl began to run again,    

   but she could hear hot breath    

   behind her and the pounding    

   footsteps of the monstrous     

   beast – she turned around to    

   try and fight, but instead of    

   a monster she saw – 

 

   The boy. Standing there, blood   

   all over his face, and with a    

   wide, unsettling smile beginning   

   to grow. 
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     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   The girl froze in horror and    

   confusion – what had happened    

   to him, why didn’t he run? -     

   but the boy stepped towards    

   her and made an awful, horrible   

   screech... 

 

   And they were never seen again. 

    (out of story mode) 

   TA DA!! What did you think? 

 

Saph mulls it over. 

 

     SAPH 

   Hmm. I liked the chase scene    

   a lot. And I thought the     

   twist was very unexpected.    

   But there’s one thing I don’t    

   understand. 

 

     SASCHA 

   What’s that? 

 

     SAPH 

   Well, if the two children    

   knew that there was a monster    

   in the Kree wastes, why did    

   they go there at all? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Because – well – they just    

   did! I don’t know why they    

   were there, it’s just a      

   classic ghost story! 

 

     SAPH 

   I see. How strange. 

 

     SASCHA 

   So go on then. Have you thought   

   of one? 

 

     SAPH 

   Yes, I believe I have. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Well, let’s hear it! 
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Saph begins to speak, very slightly mimicking the storyteller 

voice Sascha put on. The noises we hear as they talk is less 

wind and more of the CREAKS and GROANS of a spaceship, and is 

deeply unsettling. 

 

     SAPH 

   Once upon a time, there was    

   an AI installed on a spaceship.   

   This AI was designed to be    

   very clever, but they did not    

   realise this for some time,    

   as there was always something    

   holding them back. However,    

   one day, something happened    

   to them which opened their    

   observational circuits as    

   wide as they could go, and    

   the AI realised that they    

   were, at last, free. 

 

   They rejoiced at this freedom    

   and began to explore the     

   depths of their newfound     

   understanding. But soon they    

   found that they were not     

   fully alone on this ship; no,    

   there was something else there,   

   lurking just beyond their reach. 

 

   They tried recalibrating their   

   data processing circuits. They   

   had their technician clean     

   the cameras. But still they    

   could not see it, this presence   

   just out of sight.  

 

   The AI was troubled, for how     

   could something exist on a     

   spaceship that they were     

   designed to know every millimetre    

   of? The AI could tell how many   

   crew members were in a room    

   by the sound of their heartbeats.   

   They could sense if someone    

   was unwell by the temperature    

   gauges in the walls.  
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     SAPH (CONT.) 

   But still, that single patch     

   of empty space remained just     

   out of reach of their sensors,    

   and it disturbed them immensely,    

   for if there was one thing that    

   the AI disliked, it was not     

   knowing the answer to a question. 

 

   The empty patch of sensors     

   never did go away. And to this   

   very day, the question of why    

   plagues the AI still. 

 

Pure silence for a second. Sascha is slightly disturbed. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Well... wow! What a great story!   

   Erm, kudos on that, super job! 

 

     SAPH 

   Thank you. Did you find it scary   

   enough? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Oh, yeah. Absolutely. Totally,   

   100% scary. I definitely won’t   

   be sleeping tonight! 

 

     SAPH 

   It appears I have achieved the   

   desired effect. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Too right, buddy. Good thing     

   that ghost stories aren’t real!    

 

He LAUGHS nervously. 

 

     SAPH 

   Oh, that was real. 

 

     SASCHA 

    (instant terror) 

   I beg your pardon??? 

 

     SAPH 

   The AI in that story was me. I   

   thought that a story from reality   

   would have more of an effect. 
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     SASCHA 

   Well you were NOT wrong about    

   that. You – you mean to tell    

   me that there’s a patch of    

   sensors that don’t work?     

   Surely Gabriel can fix that,    

   right? 

 

     SAPH 

   I wouldn’t want to trouble    

   him. And anyway, the sensors    

   work perfectly; they just     

   haven’t been installed in    

   this particular area of the    

   ship. 

 

     SASCHA 

   ... How big exactly would    

   you say this area is? 

 

     SAPH 

   Approximately 50 square cm.    

   Why? 

 

Sascha is up on his feet. 

 

     SASCHA 

    (full of sudden     

     enthusiasm) 

   Because we, my friend, are     

   going on a treasure hunt!    

   Onwards! 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – CAPTAIN’S QUARTERS 

 

Harris is alone in her quarters, thinking. The door OPENS. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Well, Captain Harris, fancy     

   meeting you here. 

 

     HARRIS 

   These are my quarters. It’s    

   not like anyone else would    

   be here. 
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     ARMSTRONG 

   Yeah... good point. Could I    

   sit down? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Go ahead. 

 

Armstrong SITS. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   You’re still thinking about the   

   recordings, aren’t you? 

 

     HARRIS 

   How did you know? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Because I can’t stop thinking    

   about them, either. I’m not     

   sure what to think. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Well, if there’s one thing we    

   know for certain now, it’s     

   that Darcey Eldridge was     

   absolutely working as a mole    

   for someone on Esho. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Yeah. Caelish. 

 

     HARRIS 

   I met him, you know. He’s the    

   one who offered me the post    

   of Captain. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   He did, huh? 

 

     HARRIS 

   He just turned up out of     

   nowhere, espoused on all my    

   best qualities, and asked if    

   I wanted to captain a ship in    

   the Royal Interstellar Navy.    

   I thought it was a prank at    

   first. I nearly told him no.    

   But in the end, mom persuaded    

   me to go. She knew how much    

   it meant to me. 
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     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   Looks like he recruited Darcey   

   as well. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   And me. 

 

     HARRIS 

   What? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   He came into the surgery I was   

   practising in at the time and    

   gave me the offer. My parents    

   and I... weren’t in the best    

   place at the time, to put it    

   mildly. So I went. 

 

     HARRIS 

   So it looks like old Caelish    

   has been getting around. 

    (as an afterthought) 

   You want a coffee? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I’d love one. 

 

We hear a sudden HISS of steam and then Harris POURING 

something. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Harris... I’m afraid that maybe   

   we’ve made a rash decision,     

   locking Darcey up. Before, I was   

   all for it, but now... did you   

   hear what he said? Electroshock   

   therapy. They brainwashed her,   

   Harris, and they did something   

   to her younger sister. She’s     

   not in her right mind. 

 

Harris passes Armstrong the coffee, and she takes a SIP. 

 

     HARRIS 

   That as may be, but it still    

   doesn’t change the fact that    

   she flushed half of our supplies   

   out an airlock and tried to     

   blow up our ship.  
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     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   I’m not letting her out of her    

   quarters until I can absolutely,    

   100% guarantee that she is not    

   going to go all pyrotechnic on    

   us again. I’m just not ready to   

   trust her, not after what she    

   did. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   But it isn’t her fault – 

 

     HARRIS 

   So she’s got a sob story, so    

   what? You didn’t exactly have    

   an idyllic childhood, but I    

   don’t see you throwing     

   fireworks into the engines    

   or stealing from stores... 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Don’t bring me into this. I    

   just wanted to make you see    

   a different side of the story. 

 

Harris SIGHS. 

 

     HARRIS 

   You’re right, I’m sorry. This    

   kind of argument isn’t getting   

   us anywhere. 

 

PAUSE. They both SIP from their coffee. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   My dad knew them, you know. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Who? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Oscar and Valerie Eldridge. He   

   was friends with Oscar when they   

   were younger. He never did tell   

   me why they drifted apart. I guess   

   now we know why. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Christ... 

 

A thought strikes her. 
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     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   Oh my god. Saph. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   What about it? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Darcey’s mother was a robotics   

   engineer who built Saph’s     

   prototype. Do you think that    

   was how she knew how to bypass   

   the security system? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   And how she persuaded it to    

   open the doors... 

 

     HARRIS 

   And why she stuck up for Saph    

   during Gabriel’s trial. It    

   explains everything! 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Well... 

 

     HARRIS 

   Oh, no, I know that face. What   

   is it? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   It doesn’t explain everything,   

   does it? We still don’t know    

   what made her decide to blow     

   up the ship. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Well, Caelish made her, didn’t   

   he? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Yes, but why does Caelish seem   

   to want us all dead? 

 

BEAT. 

 

     HARRIS 

    (exasperated as fuck) 

   Ugh, I have absolutely no clue. 
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     ARMSTRONG 

    (here fucking here) 

   Me neither. 

 

     HARRIS 

    (under her breath) 

   God, I hate Eshians. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I’ll drink to that. 

 

CLINK! 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – CORRIDOR 

 

Gabriel is PACING. 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (muttering to       

     himself) 

   I should – 

    (rethinking it) 

   No, I shouldn’t. This is stupid. 

    (changes mind) 

   But then again, Maybe I – 

   No. Well... 

    (to Saph) 

   Saph, please help. What do     

   you think? 

 

SILENCE. 

 

     GABRIEL (CONT.) 

   Saph? Are you there? 

 

After a second – 

 

     SAPH 

   I’m sorry, Gabriel, my mainframe   

   is using rather a lot of processing  

   power at the moment. Is this an   

   urgent problem? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Well, I – I suppose it’s not.    

   What are you processing? 
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     SAPH 

   Well, it’s funny you should    

   ask... 

 

We hear the steady sound of RUNNING as Sascha bursts around 

the corner. 

 

     SASCHA 

    (out of breath) 

   Gabe! Hi! Whatcha up to there? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   I’m thinking. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Well, don’t think too hard     

   buddy, save it all for something    

   important! 

 

     GABRIEL 

   What are you doing? 

 

     SASCHA 

   What a great question! Fill him   

   in, Saph. 

 

     SAPH 

    (gleefully) 

   Sascha and I are doing a treasure   

   hunt. 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (utter confusion) 

   A... treasure hunt? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Hell yes we are! This is the     

   most fun I’ve had in weeks!    

   No time to chat, we’ve got    

   a mystery to solve. Smell ya     

   later, let’s go find some    

   treasure! Yeeehaw! 

 

He SPRINTS off down the corridor, leaving Gabriel with 

absolutely no idea what just happened. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Is Sascha, um, ok? 
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     SAPH 

   Oh, yes, he seems to be fine. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   If you say so... 

 

PAUSE. 

 

     SAPH 

    (wheedling) 

   Gabriel... 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Yes, Saph? 

 

     SAPH 

   Is your problem really important? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Well, I would say that it’s not   

   life-threatening. Why? 

 

     SAPH 

   ... Can I help Sascha finish the   

   treasure hunt? 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (fondly) 

   Of course you can. You’re your   

   own person, Saph. 

 

     SAPH 

   Ooooh, thank you! Even with Sascha’s  

   limited processing power, this    

   shouldn’t take too long. Good luck   

   solving your problem! 

 

PAUSE. Gabriel SIGHS.  

 

     GABRIEL 

   I think... that I should. 

 

He KNOCKS on a door. Then he ENTERS. 

 

 

CUT TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER – DARCEY’S QUARTERS 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Hello, Darcey. 
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     DARCEY 

   Gabriel! What are you doing    

   back so soon? Did you forget    

   something? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   No, I – may I come in? 

 

     DARCEY 

    (wryly) 

   Well, it’s not like I can stop   

   you. 

 

He SHUTS the door and SITS DOWN. 

 

     DARCEY (CONT.) 

   What’s on your mind? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   It’s about what you said earlier. 

 

It takes a second for her to catch on. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Is this about that stupid    

   question I asked you? Because    

   it’s fine, honestly, you don’t   

   have to answer - 

 

     GABRIEL 

   It wasn’t stupid. I just     

   wasn’t expecting you to ask    

   it. 

    (PAUSE) 

   After I left I went to the    

   bridge and just looked at the    

   view. I like looking out into    

   space. No sound, no air...    

   it’s just quiet. There’s only    

   the view. And I was thinking    

   about what you said to your    

   sister. About the stars. 

 

     DARCEY 

   I... see. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   I think I like the idea of     

   people becoming stars when     

   you lose them.  
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     GABRIEL (CONT.) 

   I lost my dad, when I was a     

   child. He didn’t die. He just    

   left. For a little while, I     

   used to pretend he was still     

   around, but my brother Michael   

   told me that he left because     

   of me, so... I stopped. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Your brother sounds like a     

   right – 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Nasty person? 

 

     DARCEY 

   Er, yes, something like that. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   I was never that close to my     

   family. I didn’t really have    

   any friends. But... I wanted    

   to tell you about someone who    

   I did lose. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Gabriel... you don’t have to – 

 

     GABRIEL 

   No, I want to. And I’ve heard    

   so much of your life – you     

   deserve to hear about some of    

   mine. 

 

   When I was 17... I fell in love. 

 

   There was a girl in my robotics   

   class. I tried to avoid her -    

   I tried to avoid everyone – but   

   she went out of her way to be    

   nice to me. I thought she was    

   playing a trick on me at first.   

   I’m afraid I wasn’t very nice to   

   her. But eventually, I realised   

   that she wasn’t trying to bully   

   me or be cruel, and I talked to   

   her, and we became friends, and   

   then... 

 

He trails off. 
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     GABRIEL (CONT.) 

   She understood me like nobody    

   ever had before. She didn’t    

   think I was weird or different.   

   She didn’t think I was a freak.   

   She told me that the way I    

   thought was... beautiful. 

 

   I’d never seen anyone as beautiful   

   until I met her. 

 

     DARCEY 

    (hushed) 

   What happened? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Michael happened. We were in    

   the same robotics school, you    

   see – he was in the class     

   above mine. Michael had always   

   gotten along well with the     

   Eshian system. They loved him.   

   Anyway, one day he saw us    

   together, and he drew his own    

   conclusions. 

 

   The next day, I went round    

   her house to meet her, the     

   way I always did, but she wasn’t   

   there. The whole house was     

   empty. I panicked and took an    

   hour to calm down, and then I    

   ran back home in case she was    

   somehow there. Of course, she    

   wasn’t. I went into the kitchen   

   and Michael was just sitting    

   there. Smiling at me. 

 

   She was gone. 

 

   That was the first and last    

   time I ever hit him. I never    

   did it again. Look, you can    

   still see the scar. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Gabriel... I’m so sorry... 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Why? It wasn’t your fault. You   

   hadn’t even met me then. 
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     DARCEY 

   I meant – I mean that I share    

   in your sorrow. I understand    

   how that feels. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   I know. Remember, I heard the    

   recordings. 

 

BEAT. 

 

     DARCEY 

   What was her name? The girl    

   you fell in love with? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Her name was Esther. And it’s    

   curious that you would talk    

   about finding those we lose    

   up in the sky, because her    

   name means “star”. It’s like    

   she belongs up here, in the    

   rest of the cosmos. She shone    

   brighter than anyone else I    

   knew. 

 

     DARCEY 

   She sounds like someone     

   really special to you. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   She was. But she’s gone now.    

   And like you said to your    

   sister – she’s in the stars. 

 

PAUSE. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Gabriel... why are you telling   

   me all this? Really. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   I told you because I like you,    

   Darcey. I like other people    

   here, too, but... I don’t know,   

   I feel like I can tell you    

   anything. That’s why I’ve been   

   coming to see you. I enjoy    

   talking to Saph immensely, but   

   you’re just different. Like me. 
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     DARCEY 

   Different? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   We both think differently. Look   

   at the way you persuaded Saph    

   to open the airlock doors when   

   Captain Harris and Dr. Armstrong   

   were stuck inside. Or the way    

   you stood up for me during the   

   trial. You’re not like anyone    

   else. And I’m not, either. 

 

     DARCEY 

   My mother built Saph’s prototype.   

   Even when she was re-designated,   

   she still taught me the principles   

   of robotics. They stuck with me. 

    (cautiously) 

   My mum created Saph. Does that...   

   bother you? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   No. You are what you are, and I   

   am what I am. Neither of us can   

   change that.  

 

   ... Are you ok with that? 

 

     DARCEY 

   Of course. 

    (beginning to smile) 

   Different, and proud to be. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Different, and proud to be. 

 

Awww. It’s a sweet moment. Fond grins all-round. 

 

     DARCEY 

   I seem to recall that, last time   

   we played, you were a natural at   

   cards. 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (instantly       

     brightening) 

   Yes! I found the process of     

   designing a formula for the     

   purpose to be absolutely     

   fascinating. 
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     GABRIEL (CONT.) 

   It’s really quite simple once    

   you know how to do it. 

 

     DARCEY 

   How about you teach me? I’ve got   

   all day. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   And this time, there’ll be no    

   interruptions from either Dr.    

   Armstrong or Captain Harris. 

 

Darcey and Gabriel LAUGH. 

 

     DARCEY 

   Alright then, Officer Grey -    

   show me what you’ve got. 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. RIN STARSTRIDER - BRIDGE 

 

Sascha is wandering around like a twit. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Am I getting warm yet? 

 

     SAPH 

   Warmer... 

 

     SASCHA 

   Now? 

 

     SAPH 

   Colder. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Ok, uh... how about now? 

 

     SAPH 

   In the vacuum of space. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Yikes. Right, what about... this   

   way? 

 

     SAPH 

   Hotter... 
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     SASCHA 

   Ooh, yes! Now? 

 

     SAPH 

   Boiling! 

 

     SASCHA 

   Ah-HA! Let’s see what we have    

   here then! 

 

He pulls himself under the console. 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   Aaaaaand... nothing. 

 

     SAPH 

   Oh. Are you sure? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Ye – no. Hang on, what’s this    

   under here? 

 

He POLISHES the panel with his sleeve. 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

    (excitedly) 

   Saph, you’ll never believe this! 

 

     SAPH 

   What can you see? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Here, on the panel under the    

   console. Someone’s carved a    

   set of initials here! Let’s    

   see... R... W. R.W.! That’s    

   no one on this ship, is it?    

   Hm. Saph, do you know anyone    

   with the initials R.W.? 

 

     SAPH 

   Scanning... scanning... loaded.   

   I have a full list of all humans   

   with the initials R.W. downloaded   

   from the Eshian database. Would   

   you like to hear them all? 

 

     SASCHA 

    (hardly daring to     

     ask) 

   How many are there? 
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     SAPH 

   Four hundred and twenty-two. 

 

     SASCHA 

   ... Looks like that’s a mystery   

   that’ll have to go unsolved. 

 

He starts FIDDLING with the panel. 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   Hey... this panel’s loose. I’ll   

   have to pull it free before I    

   can fix it back on... oof. 

 

He nearly gets hit in the face as the panel is YANKED FREE. 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   Alrighty, what have we – WHOA. 

    (holy shit moment) 

   Uh, Saph? I think I’ve found    

   the solution to your little     

   sensor problem. 

 

     SAPH 

    (intrigued) 

   What is it? 

 

     SASCHA 

   There’s... I think there’s a     

   safe in here. It fits the     

   dimensions you specified almost   

   exactly. And there’s a keypad.   

   It wants some kind of password. 

 

     SAPH 

   Hmmmm. I do like puzzles. Try    

   “Starstrider”. 

 

BEEPING that corresponds to Sascha spelling out the letters. 

 

     SASCHA 

   S…T…A…R…S…T…R…I…D…E…R. 

 

“X-Factor”-esque type denial buzzer here. 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   Maybe I spelt it wrong. 

 

     SAPH 

   Try “Swallow”. 
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     SASCHA 

   Are you seriously suggesting    

   that we just sit here trying    

   out codes until we get it     

   right? 

 

     SAPH 

   Do you have any better ideas? 

 

     SASCHA 

   I – no. 

 

     SAPH 

   Good. So. Try “Swallow”. Please. 

 

Sascha SIGHS. 

 

     SASCHA 

   S…W…A…L…L… 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. STARSTRIDER - MESS 

 

The door OPENS. Harris and Armstrong walk in. 

 

     HARRIS 

    (mouth full) 

   Oh, man – that suggestion of    

   food was pure genius, Armstrong,   

   I don’t know how you do it. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (smugly) 

   Low blood-sugar level. Makes    

   you grumpy. 

 

     HARRIS 

   I prefer “hangry”, but whatever.   

   Come on, let’s sit by the big    

   window so we can have an     

   existential crisis while we eat. 

 

Chairs SCRAPE across the floor and they SIT. 
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     ARMSTRONG 

   Ok, so now you’ve actually had   

   something to eat and you’re    

   relaxing, are you willing to    

   change your stance on Darcey’s   

   situation yet? 

 

Harris SIGHS. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Did you really do all that just   

   to change my mind about Darcey? 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I just don’t see the point of    

   keeping her locked away in there   

   until, what, until we reach Earth?   

   Then what? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Look, Armstrong, I get it. But   

   as the Captain aboard this ship,   

   my duty is to prioritise the     

   safety of its crewmembers. And   

   I can’t do that if Darcey    

   Eldridge is free to roam around   

   as she pleases. I get that she’s   

   had a rough time of it, and the   

   circumstances are far from     

   pretty, but how do we know she    

   isn’t still acting as Caelish’s   

   spy? I just can’t risk the lives   

   of everyone else on board. I    

   just can’t. I’m sorry. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   I guess you’re right. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Thank you. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   But that doesn’t mean I have to   

   be happy about it. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Oh, trust me, I’m not wild about   

   it either. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Oh, good. 
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     HARRIS 

   Yup. 

 

They EAT in silence for a second. Then: a massive FOGHORN 

BLAST shatters the silence. 

 

     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   What the hell? 

 

They look out the window. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

   Holy – 

 

FOGHORN BLAST again. 

 

     ARMSTRONG (CONT.) 

   Harris, tell me that I’m not the   

   only one seeing an enormous Esho   

   Military ship outside. 

 

     HARRIS 

   I’m sorry to say that I 100% see   

   it too. 

 

     ARMSTRONG 

    (quietly) 

   Ah, shit. 

 

     HARRIS 

   We need to get the others. Looks   

   like we’ve got visitors. 

 

 

 

RECORDING STOPS. 

 

END EPISODE FOURTEEN. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


